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1 Introduction

One of the defining characteristics of the French Third Republic (1870-1940) is a lengthy

transition from purposefully weak parliamentary groups to relatively more coherent and

organized parties. While other countries in 19th century Europe saw increased political mo-

bilization and the birth of mass party organizations, France lagged behind. For over 30

years, parties were loose groupings that existed solely within the assembly, and deputies

could even hold multiple affiliations in parliamentary groups as late as 1898. Parties also

played no role in the electoral arena; candidates wishing to run for office assembled tempo-

rary electoral committees, and many races remained largely uncompetitive despite universal

manhood suffrage and high turnout. Only around the turn of the century did parties start

to consolidate and patterns of electoral competition and mobilization emerge. The timing

of French development remains a puzzling case for comparative theories of democratization,

and historians and political scientists disagree to what extent politicians were at the mercy

of a chaotic political system or had strategic incentives to keep the party system flexible

then consolidate (Mayeur 1975, Hanley 2002, Nakayama 2009, Krezuer 1998).

To explain patterns of political development in nineteenth-century Europe, a canonical

literature in comparative politics has relied on changes in electoral geography, namely fran-

chise expansion and industrialization (Lipset and Rokkan 1967, Duverger 1954, Cox 1987).

Scholars argue in both cases, new voters with new preferences were rapidly introduced to

a district, increasing local competition and spurring the development of early party orga-

nizations. In the case of the franchise, the size of the electorate expanded with the influx

of new working class and urban voters. Similarly, industrialization first led to rapid urban-

ization and increases in population density, technological change, and new voter cleavages

based on economic interests. Yet neither of these can directly explain the timing of French

political development. France had instituted universal manhood suffrage in 1848, and so

the Third Republic had no need for the gradual extension of the franchise. Industrialization

took place almost eighty years after England, and at a much slower rate. For most of the

19th century, France was predominately rural, and thanks to an economic depression and
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agricultural crises in the latter half of the century, industry wouldn’t accelerate until the

first World War.

Franchise and industrialization are historically specific shifts in electoral geography –

however, both of these processes provide support for a more general theory that ‘bottom up’

electoral pressures matter for early political mobilization. The Third Republic was distinctly

lacking such pressures, which is the most plausible explanation for its prolonged development.

Further, it is suggestive that increased electoral competition and the creation of permanent

party organizations in France map closely to urbanization and economic recovery at the turn

of the century (McPhee, 2004); however, this has never been empirically tested.

This is primarily because untangling the causal relationship between electoral geography

and political outcomes is difficult, and the mechanisms behind population shifts aren’t well

understood (Aidt 2009, Dewan and Berlinski 2011). In addition, any study of demographic

change on political outcomes faces significant empirical threats to identification (Rodden

2010). Population flows are a function of self selection; both migrants and the places they

choose to settle might be systematically different than other regions, in ways correlated with

political outcomes. We will never witness the true counterfactual, in that we can never

see how political outcomes may have been different if France had industrialized sooner, or

had staggered enfranchisement. However, luckily in the French case, a historical agricultural

crisis can help simulate a counterfactual, by providing insight into how local shifts in electoral

geography provide bottom up pressures that in turn shaped political activity.

This paper takes advantage of a natural experiment in the French Third Republic to

explore to what extent urbanization led to increased electoral mobilization. I exploit a

significant and exogenous shock to local population, in the form of the phylloxera wine

blight that destroyed 40 percent of French vineyards between 1863 and 1890. This crisis

let to significant patterns of urbanization, as agricultural workers unable to find work on

farms migrated from the country to nearby towns. At the time, the cause of the blight was

unknown and the spread of infestation was unpredictable, and thus exposure to the blight

can be conceptualized “as if” randomly assigned.
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Utilizing an instrumental variable strategy first employed by Banerjee et al (2010), I use

a continuous measure of years exposed to the blight to instrument for increases in municipal

population growth. Importantly, I study shifts in electoral geography not in the major urban

centers, but in the urbanizing but still rural towns that comprised the majority of French

cities. While France may not have seen franchise expansion or widespread industrialization,

we can look at exogenous population shifts to explore how changes in local population aided

early political development.

I use this strategy to identify the effects of urbanization on two types of electoral out-

comes: levels of political competition, and the growth of political associations. In doing

so, I test the simple idea that the greater concentration of individuals in a district lowers

barriers to political organization, both for individual candidates and the creation of local

associations. I use a unique data set that maps exposure to the wine blight and resulting

urbanization to a set of political outcomes in 19th century France, beginning in the 1860s

and ending at WWI. The wine blight was an exogenous shock that increased the size and

density of the electorate, but didn’t come with the rise of a new economic class or political

cleavage, allowing me to better isolate the simple mechanism of costs to coordination.

I examine a number of dimensions of competition, including the number of candidates,

the competitiveness of races, and turnout. Testing prior theories regarding 19th century

European mobilization, I also explore to what extent increased urbanization fostered elite

turnover, by eliminating the competitive advantage of dynastic and dual mandate candidates,

or if instead it advantaged the rise of middle class candidates or the liberal candidates of

the Left. Finally, I explore another important dimension of political development, in the

mobilization of voters through the creation of political associations. While many scholars

have argued associational life has a positive effect on local competition and party development

(Ostrogorski 1902, Putnam et al 1994, Caramani 2004, De Vries 2016), others have shown

that groups can sometimes be co-opted by elites or extreme parties (Berman 1997, Riley 2005,

and Satyanath et al, 2013). I collected unique data on the number of political associations

as a result of a law that required such groups to publicly register, and use this data to
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geographically map the creation of the first political groups in the electorate in France.

I find that departments that were affected by the blight saw an increase in their municipal

population, in particular the chief town. These departments were then more likely to have

competitive races, as measured by the number of candidates and the frequency of second

ballots. This provides evidence to support the idea that urbanization lowers barriers to can-

didate entry; however, there are no effects on the margin of the race or the election of elites.

Instead, middle class candidates and candidates of the left were more likely to get elected

in these areas. Yet I find a statistically significant and positive effect of urbanization on

group formation; exogenous population shocks increased the likelihood of having a political

association in 1901. However, I provide suggestive evidence that intergroup competition was

necessary to foster electoral competition. More than two political associations were associ-

ated with increased competition, while one political association was susceptible to capture

by local elites.

This study contributes to a growing literature that explores the effect of electoral geog-

raphy on political outcomes, particularly in democratizing regimes. In doing so I add to a

broader literature on how electoral geography shaped historical political development (Aidt

and Jensen 2009, Rodden 2010, Cappocia and Ziblatt 2010), and provide evidence on how

rural shifts in population affected political activity. This study is also the first to collect

data and estimate the effect of political associations in France over time. While scholars

have provided comprehensive historical accounts of group formation (Meynaud 1958, Huard

1996), mine is the first to empirically analyze the existence and effect of such groups in the

Third Republic.
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2 Electoral Geography of 19th Century Europe

A large and established literature in political science has argued that ‘bottom-up’ electoral

pressures contributed to the formation of modern political parties and mass democracy in

Europe (Weber 1976, Duverger 1954, La Palombara and Weiner 1966, Lipset and Rokkan

1967, Cox 1987, Caramani 2004). In particular, larger and more diverse electorates increased

electoral competition at the local level, which incentivized new forms of political organization.

This is evident when examining findings from numerous studies that have placed significant

emphasis on two main types of population shifts as drivers of early political development: the

expansion of the franchise, and industrialization. While historically unique events, empirical

studies of these phenomena can provide important insight as to how changing electorates

affected political organization in this era.

The deliberate extension of the franchise1 happened at various times in Europe through-

out the 19th century. Expansion of voting rights drastically increased the size of the elec-

torate, and typically enfranchised the lower middle and working classes, as well as voters

in cities. Theoretically, this should increase the number and types of candidates (at the

expense of elites), the competitiveness of local races, and the resulting levels of interparty

competition; yet empirical scholars have have returned conflicting evidence.

In the US, Ostrogorski (1902) argued that suffrage expansion resulted in a decline in the

influence of political families. In the UK, scholars have argued that the Reform Acts of 1832,

1867, and 1884 resulted in more contested elections and the emergence of party organizations

(Cox 1987, Cox and Ingram 1992). Yet further empirical study of Britain has shown that

while franchise expansion initially increased the number of candidates and contested seats,

it had no effect on ultimate electoral outcomes, measured by support for the Liberal party,

or the presence of aristocratic elites (Berlinski and Dewan 2011, Berlinski, Dewan and Van

Coppenolle 2014).2 In Italy, Larcinese (2016) looks at a partial franchise expansion in 1912,

1While not the focus of this paper, a number of scholars have shown how franchise also led to the adoption
of political reforms such as the secret ballot (Kam, 2014), or increased parliamentary activity (Cox 1987),
or led to growth in government spending and taxation (Aidt and Jensen, 2009).

2Kam (2014) argues instead that the effects of expansion worked via the mechanism of early retirement
for politicians, opposed to competitive races.
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and similarly finds no effect on political competition or parliamentary representation of elites.

More generally, Caramani (2005) uses constituency level data in Europe to show that there

was large variation across countries in the effect of enfranchisement on political competition.

A closely related line of research argues that electoral competition took hold in the lat-

ter half of the 19th century in Europe as a result of pressures from industrialization.3 The

Industrial Revolution first led to rapid urbanization, which both expanded the electorate

but also increased the number and density of the non-voting population. It also mobilized

political activity around new economic interests. As a result, industrialization in particular

benefited the parties of the left (Labor and Social Democratic parties that attracted working

class voters), and led to the entry of new political challengers (Caramani 2015, Congleton

2004, Rodden 2010). Fresh (2016) shows that in the UK, the Industrial Revolution caused

an increase in electoral competition and the reduction of entrenched, dynastic elites in par-

liament (who were replaced by elites representing new economic sectors). Cox (1987) and

Stokes et al (2013) show that in Britain and the US, industrialization increased the size

and average income of the electorate, which made vote buying via brokers more costly, and

thus incentivized the development of national party organizations. Overall, the empirical re-

sults suggest industrialization increased electoral competition, however, it is worth noting in

this case it is difficult to untangle the various mechanisms (e.g. urbanization, technological

change, the creation of a new economic class) subsumed within such sweeping historical and

social change.

Further, a related but not always considered literature relates to the rise of associational

life in electoral politics.4 Associational activity refers to the creation of groups at the local

level – during the period of study, these could be political associations, economic syndicates

(unions, mutual aid societies, credit unions, interest groups), or social clubs (Masonic lodges

and secret societies, drinking clubs, art societies). Historians have documented a wide range

3Industrialization and franchise are also closely linked; scholars argue urbanization and economic growth
drove the choice of elites to enfranchise segments of the population (Llavador and Oxoby, 2005, Lizzeri and
Persico 2004).

4 This literature argues that civil society contributes to the stability of democratic government, and has
long been thought to be crucial to “making democracy work” (in the words of Putnam et al, 1994).
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of associational activity that varied across geographic space in Europe, as both rural and

urban areas developed competing networks of groups (Duverger 1972, de Vries 2016, Scarrow

2006). Increased associational activity is mechanically a function of an increasing electorate,

and also a strategic choice by elites in that larger electorates are more efficiently managed by

political organizations (Ostrogorski 1902, Putnam et al 1994, De Vries 2016). Local groups

sometimes provide a base for new challengers; social organizations like unions helped the

newly formed mass parties enter politics (Caramani 2004). Associations can also provide the

basis for organized and cross-cutting competition, incentivizing elites to seek support across

groups (Bermeo and Nord 2000).5

However, while civil society can help improve local competition, a number of studies

have also documented how groups can be coopted by elites or extreme political parties in

the cases of Italy, Spain, and Germany (Berman 1997, Riley 2005, and Satyanath et al 2013).

In France, a number of historians have conducted in depth qualitative studies of associational

life across various regions, and provide some evidence that local groups sometimes reinforced

traditional elite hierarchies. In particular, notables were able to capture local economic

groups and use them for their own purposes (Baker 1999, Ulin 1996). The most expansive

study of early French party organizations to date is Huard (1996), who was the first to

collect descriptive data on political associations across all departments in France. However,

we are missing micro-level empirical research to understand precisely how associations play

a mediating role between demographic change and electoral competition.

3 Electoral Pressures of Urbanization

This paper explores to what extent local population shifts in the 19th century led to increased

electoral activity in the Third Republic. More generally, changes in electoral geography affect

a number of important dimensions, including i) the size of the electorate, ii) the types of

voters and how preferences are distributed across the voting district, and iii) the costs of

5For case studies of the advantages and disadvantages of associational life for governance across Europe,
see Bermeo and Nord’s edited volume entitled Civil Society Before Democracy: Lessons from Nineteenth
Century Europe.
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voter coordination. Yet different types of movement can affect each of these dimensions

in a different way, and it is less understood why some types of population shifts increase

competition while others do not. This paper seeks to test the simple idea that the greater

concentration of individuals in a district lowers barriers to political organization. To do so,

I analyze the impact of exogenous population shifts on local measures of competition, and

the creation of organized groups and political associations. I now address the theoretical

predictions for each of these in turn.

Urbanization and Political Competition

In France, the population shift I study is that of urbanization: the emigration of citizens

to the nearest municipal town, which for the most part reflected the urbanization of a rural

community. The shift from rural to rural-but-urbanizing communities is more common, and

even more interesting, than mass migration to megacities or population centers. This type of

change in electoral geography i) increased the voting population within an electoral district,

as well as ii) increased the number of inhabitants and therefore the population density in

that district. Yet it did not have some of the characteristics associated with other types of

demographic change – the move to the cities was not associated with economic development,

modernization, or the introduction of a new working class. The migrating population was

lower income, as will be discussed later, but was agricultural.

Urbanization affects electoral competition through a number of channels. It increases the

number and density of voters in a district, such that voters are geographically proximate.

This primarily lowers the cost of electoral coordination for candidates, because it is easier

to mobilize voters close to each other. This benefits less-resourced candidates. In the 19th

century, contesting an election was expensive; particularly if the electorate was scattered

over wide areas (Kam and Newson, 2015), such as in a rural community. We also know that

urbanization undermines clientelistic networks; higher income voters that are mobile under-

mine traditional relationships with brokers, and programmatic policies and public goods are

more efficient than clientelism in urban places (Stokes et al 2013). Further, more citizens in
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a district ensures social diversity that helps produce new and different types of candidates.

As a result, we would expect urbanization to have a positive effect on the levels of electoral

competition, and to increase political turnover as less resourced candidates could challenge

traditional elites.

It is useful to examine how urbanization operated in 19th century theories of European

development, and can help highlight the inherent differences in population shifts. Franchise,

industrialization, and urbanization all expanded the electorate, lowered the income of the

median voter, and potentially introduced new sets of preferences (to varying degrees). But

industrialization and urbanization both increase the size of the population in the district, and

thereby its density. Franchise expansion just gave suffrage to portions of voters in districts

who fulfilled the new voting requirements but who were already living in the geographic area;

it changed the median voter but not district demographics. If we think a key mechanism of

electoral geography is how voters are concentrated in a district, and population density lowers

barriers to candidate entry and political organization, this might explain why franchise had

less of an effect on electoral competition as compared to urbanization. This is why the French

case is useful, for it allows us to study the context of urbanizing rural districts (opposed to

focusing on major metropolises), and to isolate the effect of population change without

the series of confounding channels of influence present in the massive social upheaval that

was Industrial Revolution (such as modernization, technological change, or the expansion of

industry).

Urbanization and the Creation of Associations

I also examine how population shifts affected the creation of professional and political as-

sociations. These are often an important precursor to party development. As Max Weber6

infamously wrote, “The management of politics through parties simply means management

through interest groups.” The growth of local associations is an important mechanism by

which electoral competition can develop. Groups provide a base for new challengers, and

6 Politics as a Vocation, 1919.
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politicians respond to organized groups – how to incorporate them, how many there are in

a district, and how to win their vote. Association creation is obviously highly endogenous;

groups could form as a result of district pressures or preferences, or political parties or can-

didates could create groups to organize their supporters. More often groups initiate and

provide the foundation for political parties, and the structure of the groups influence the

ultimate organization of the party itself (Duverger 1964, Nakayama 2009).

Either way, patterns of associational life can be jumpstarted by shifts in electoral geogra-

phy. Population shifts that lower transaction costs and barriers to entry for candidates have

a similar impact on the formation of groups and associations (Congleton, 2004). It is much

easier to solicit members and organize meetings in densely populated areas. As the electorate

increases, it provides the critical mass needed to form groups of shared interests, and closer

proximity concentrates organizational resources and facilitates group coordination. This was

the case in Victorian Britain, for Velasco-Rivera (2015) uses district level data to show that

following the Reform Act of 1867 a constituency doubling its electorate size was about 45

percentage points more likely to report the presence of an organization, and less likely to see

powerful dynastic candidates run for office. In this paper I examine the effect of population

shifts on the legal registration of associations (political and professional) in 1901. The lower

the cost to mobilization, we should see an increased probability of having associations.

I also explore the complicated relationship between the presence of local associations

and electoral competition. There are multiple channels by which civil society can increase

electoral competition. They can sponsor new candidates, or organize voters in such a way

that races are more competitive (Putnam et al, 1994). Local associations also provide a

forum in which voters can discuss candidates and hold politicians accountable (Olson 1982,

Padro i Miquel 2015). However, theoretical predictions regarding associations are not always

clear, and there is an assumption that an active civil society is always positive for democratic

governance (Harrison, 2006). Yet organized groups can be used to depress local competition,

and in some cases a weak civil society or solitary associations are also susceptible to capture

by elites, who create a dependent societal group and use this support to deter the entry of
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other organizations.

This was made evident in the interwar period in Europe. Berman (1997) provides a

detailed study that shows citizens in Germany were active in voluntary and professional

associations out of frustration with weak government, and this mobilization later was capi-

talized upon by Hitler (particularly in rural areas) and provided a training group for the Nazi

recruitment. Satyanath et al (2013) use an instrumental variable strategy to study what they

deem the “dark side” of social capital,” and find that dense networks of civic associations

aided in the rapid rise of the Nazi Party. In Italy, Riley (2005) and Wellhofer (2003) find

evidence to support that civic associations shielded areas from the rise of fascism in some

cases, while aided its rise in others. In the early 20th century, Shefter (1994) documents how

the American Tammany political machine grouped immigrant support into clubs, which

later formed district political associations. It follows that intergroup competition may be

important in early political development. In France, I explore to what extent single political

associations could be captured by local notables and depress political activity, and assess if

electoral competition increases only when at least two political associations were formed.

4 Curious Case of France (1870-1940)

Political parties in the Third Republic notoriously suffered a marked absence of formal

powers or responsibilities (both in the legislature and the electorate), and stable patterns of

electoral competition would develop after those of its European contemporaries. Yet during

this period, the longest republic in France to date, turnout was high; political actors actively

used the new democratic institutions they created; and this era was known for the rise

of the middle class politician at the expense of aristocratic elites (Dogan, 1979). Further,

French politicians were fully aware that there existed a more formal democratic party culture;

the more disciplined parties of Great Britain provided a model that was often discussed in

parliamentary sessions.7

7See Lowell 1914, and the text of the Journal Officiel, parliamentary debates, July 1, 1901 and November
17, 1902.
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Figure 1: Partisan Ideological Blocs by % of Chamber, Over Time

For over 30 years, parties were loose groupings that existed solely within the assembly.

Beginning as Duverger’s (1957) cadre parties, these groups had no independent legislative

power, and thus lacked any means to incentivize or discipline candidates. Deputies could

even hold multiple affiliations in party groups until 1902 (see Figures 2 and 3). Figure 1

demonstrates the approximate balance of power in the Assembly over time, according to

the main ideological groups (though these typically consisted of anywhere from 5-8 smaller

factions).

On the left, Socialists were the closest to mass organizations, and attempted to link

local branches to a larger departmental organizations, aided by legalization of trade feder-

ations in 1884. However, socialists held between 5-10% of seats until after 1900, and then

organized socialist pressure was comparatively quite low; in 1914, the Section Française

de l’Internationale Ouvrière (SFIO), founded in 1905, had 75,000 members compared to a

million for the German Social Democratic Party (SPD) (Knapp, 2004). On the right, Con-

servatives eschewed organization and relied heavily on traditional hierarchical relationships
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to secure the vote (Nakayama, 2009). The most heterogeneous ideological block was the

centrist Radicals, who during this era held between 40 and 60% of the seats in the Assembly

but were comprised of multiple and shifting factions during the Third Republic. These re-

publican factions could attract voters from across the spectrum, and organized the vote via

clientelism, local networks, and temporary electoral committees; party organizations were

not needed and were thus not formed.

Outside the legislature, for most of this period parties didn’t exist within the electorate.

The country was divided into 22 different regions, roughly 86 administrative departments,

and over 600 single member voting districts that each elected one deputy to the National

Assembly. The fairly consistent electoral law was SMD with a second ballot in districts

under 100,000 but as small as 2,000 (in 1910, the average number of registered voters in a

district was about 20,000), which encouraged local and individualistic politics. Parliamentary

groups in parliament had no role in vetting candidates who stood for election (McPhee,

2004), and candidates came forward on their own initiative or under sponsorship of short

lived local committees where they were the chief organizers (Cole and Campbell, 1989).

As Schapiro wrote in 1913, “Each candidate for office is his own party, writes his own

platform and conducts his own campaign.” While any candidate could present themselves to

run, campaigning was expensive, and in many districts was dominated by elites with access

preexisting to patronage networks (Hanley, 2002).

One reason these cadre parties could survive without extraparliamentary organizations

is that local France had a vibrant, and often underestimated, associational life. Many of

our conceptions about 19th century French peasantry were dominated by Weber’s infamous

Peasants into Frenchman (1976), in his conception of rural folk as atomistic and tradi-

tional individuals resistant to modernization. Since then, however, a number of scholars

have asserted this misses the historical importance of social groupings among the peasantry,

particularly those related to collective political or economic interests (Baker 1999, McPhee

2004). This is also remarkable given that for much of the Third Republic political associ-

ations were technically illegal. Stemming from a Napoleonic mistrust of organized groups,
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Figure 2: Multiple Party Affiliations, 1893

Figure 3: Multiple Party Affiliations, 1898
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any gathering of over 20 people was banned unless it was explicitly authorized by the gov-

ernment.8 However, the ban against associations was not well enforced (Scarrow 2006), and

politicians on the left and the right temporarily sought the votes of Masonic lodges, mutual

aid societies, agricultural syndicates, trade unions, and other facets of civil society during

each election.

As a result, associational life was not specialized as in other European countries, and

societies served a variety of functions (both social and, during electoral seasons, political)

(Huard, 1996). Yet these groups nearly always were associated with a political tendency,

forming natural bases of support that were the precursors to political parties in the electorate

(Tarrow 1971, Huard 1996). While unions shared political goals with the left, and religious

groups with the right, key groups like agricultural organizations were both created by and

targeted by parties across the spectrum (Price, 2004). Associations were finally legalized in

1901, with the Loi d’association of 1901, and made to register with the government; these

included overtly political groups (that would be party branches) and other civil society groups

(with political leanings).9 In the absence of parties, associational life was the primary source

of political socialization for French citizens (Rulof, 2009) and the engine behind electoral

politics (Huard 1996, Meynaud 1958).

Parties started to consolidate and make connections with the electorate in the first decade

of the 20th century.10 By 1914, Socialists, Republicans, and Conservatives had transformed

their local networks into permanent parties to navigate electoral politics (Kreuzer 1998,

Huard 1996).11 Around 1900, local patterns of competition also started to increase. As

argued earlier, France was missing bottom up electoral pressures for most of the Third

8 More generally, freedom of association in France was enshrined in two laws; one in 1884 legalizing trade
unions and workplace organizations, and the Loi d’association of 1901, which legalized associations (including
political associations). Interestingly enough, the associations law was passed by a Republican government
trying to limit the influence of Catholic groups; parties were included in the bill as an afterthought.

9This does not include economic groups and syndicates; trade unions and workplace associations were
legalized in 1884, see appendix for discussion.

10In 1901, political associations were legalized; in 1906, party affiliations were used in the electorate, and
in 1910, party lists were published in the official parliamentary record.

11In particular, the three main Republican national organizations were created only at the turn of the
century - the Parti républicain radical et radical-socialiste in 1901, the Alliance républicaine democratique
in 1901, and the Federation républicaine in 1903.
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Republic, which is the most plausible explanation for its prolonged development. It is also

no coincidence that the institutionalization of French parties coincided with the demographic

shift in population, economic recovery, and beginnings of industrialization in the 20th century.

For example, while unions had less than 200,000 members in 1890, by 1914 there were over

a million members (McPhee 2004). We are missing the historical counterfactual, in that we

will never know if France had experienced significant local pressures, political development

would have been accelerated. However, the Third Republic provides an interesting case

study by which we can look at how population shocks affect local level competition. The

next section describes the infamous wine blight of the 1860s, and how this provides a natural

experiment in which to study electoral geography.

The Great Wine Blight

France was predominately rural and agricultural until the beginning of the 20th century.

Once one of the most populous countries in Europe in 1800, France saw a declining birthrate

and slow population growth for the next hundred years – in that same century, the German

population rose by more than 35 million, the British by 23 million, but France by less than 12

(Gauld and Herbert, 1927). Initially, French industrial development and transport capabili-

ties grew rapidly until 1860, alongside Britain, but the country saw economic depression and

agricultural crises in the latter half of the century, and industry wouldn’t accelerate until the

WWI.12 As late as 1896, 45% of the population still worked on the land (compared to 10% in

post-industrial Britain), and only one person in six lived in a city of more than 100,00 people

(Mayeur 1973, Knapp, 2004). In 1892, 6.6 million were employed in agriculture, but only

33% were owners; the rest were agricultural laborers of varying kinds (Hohenburg 1972).

The great 19th century wine blight, caused by the aphid phylloxera, devastated 40 percent

of French vineyards between 1863 and 1890, in over 40 departments across France (Tombs,

12 By the late 1890s, France’s viticulture industry was on the rebound, and by that time the country saw
a demographic and economic boom that finally fueled initial industrialization starting at the turn of the
century. While industrialization was nowhere near that of other European countries, its relative impact and
the timing matters – the annual growth rate in industry grew from .08 percent in 1892 to 2.4 percent in the
prewar years (Sisic, 1992).
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Figure 4: Phylloxera Exposure, 1860-1890. Shading measures intensity, from 0 to 25.

1996). The aphid was American in origin, and after traveling to France via steamship initially

took hold in the southern Languedoc region and slowly spread throughout the country. It

took years to discover that the culprit was an insect, and common remedies of the time (such

as chemical treatments, or religion) had no effect in stopping its spread. In the 1880s, it was

discovered that the only cure was to graft phylloxera resistant-vines from American to French

root stock, but this remedy wasn’t fully realized across France until the early 1890s. Almost

all of the major wine producing departments were fully exposed, and length of exposure

ranged from 1 to 25 years. Figure 4 shows the geographic spread of phylloxera; red indicates

the department was exposed, and the shading intensity indicates years of exposure. Figure

5 demonstrates the cumulative nature of contagion effect and the large variation; districts

were contaminated rapidly until the 1890s, then stabilized after the grafting of American

vines.

The impact of the blight was devastating. France was dependent on viticulture – after
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Figure 5: Percentage of Wine Producing Depts Exposed by Term

wheat, wine was the most important product, representing one sixth of total agricultural

production in 1862. In the 20 years after the first discovery of phylloxera, the total area of

vineyards decreased from 2.5 to 1.0 million hectares, and production fell from 54 to 29 million

hectolitres (McPhee 2004). Recently, empirical studies in economics have more precisely

quantified the magnitude of this shock. Banerjee et al (2010) estimate that the average loss

in agricultural income in the wine producing region during the phylloxera period ranged

from 16-22 percent, and Bignon et al (2015) find on average wine production was 35-49%

lower during contagion years. This shock disproportionately affected small proprietors and

farmers (39 percent of the agricultural workforce), who couldn’t bear the costs of replanting,

and agricultural workers (31 percent), who faced depressed wages or unemployment (Ulin,

1996).13

The most significant impact of the wine blight was a rapid increase in urbanization in

the late 19th century (Gauld and Herbert, 1927), primarily from emigration out of stricken

13Furthermore, winegrowers’ ability to adapt to the shock was limited – many denied exposure in the first
place, and many areas with vines were either ill suited to other crops or whose owners were reluctant to
switch to less lucrative crops (Banerjee et al., 2010).
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agricultural areas (McPhee 2004, Bunie 1931). Small farmers and agricultural workers that

typically combined part time work in local industries with piecemeal seasonal harvest labor

couldn’t sustain the loss of employment, and fled to urban centers in search of service work

or newly growing industrial opportunities (Ulin 1996).14 For example, some areas of the

Dordogne lost 25% of its population to urban areas (Ulin, 1996); these districts had been

affected by the blight for upwards of 13 years.

There was large variation in the timing and types of population shifts (Hohenberg 1972),

but the migration tended to be relatively local, to the nearest municipal city in primarily

rural districts. As a result, while these were rural to urban migrations, the majority of

movement was not to the urban metropolises (like Paris, Marseille, Toulouse, Lyon) but to

municipal cities averaging 70,000 people. These migrations could be for part of the year, to

pick up harvest or trading work, or find employment in artisanal industries or the service

sector in town, or they could be permanent relocations (Winchester, 1986). More recently,

empirical studies show supporting evidence that urbanization progressed significantly faster

in phylloxera years in the affected departments (Banerjee et al., 2010). The unpredictable

nature of the blight, and the variation in exposure both over time and in intensity, provides

a natural experiment by which to study how the ‘rural exodus’ from agricultural areas and

small towns to growing urban centers affected local politics. The next section details the

research design.

5 Research Design

The empirical strategy uses an instrumental variable research design to estimate the effect

of urbanization on local competition and the growth of associations. Yet in many ways this

is challenging to estimate. Population flows are a function of self selection; both migrants

and the places they choose to settle might be systematically different than other regions, in

ways correlated with political outcomes (Rodden, 2010). In this way omitted variables could

14Many in the wine industry also left to North African colonies and to South America where vineyards
were profitable – for example, there were 272,000 French Algerians in 1872 but 800,000 by 1914 (McPhee
2004).
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simultaneously be driving settlement patterns and electoral competition; for example, any

number of town characteristics (i.e. industry growth, government windfall, sociodemographic

issues) could attract both new citizens and drive up the demand for new candidates. Issues

of reverse causality are also a threat to inference, in that increased political competition

could lead to policies that attract new populations.

The instrumental variable approach helps address concerns about how preexisting fac-

tors might have simultaneously impacted both local population growth and later political

development. In this regression, the endogenous independent variable is replaced by a proxy

instrument that is uncorrelated with the error or observables that could affect the outcome

(Green and Sovey, 2011). Here, I exploit geographical variation in exposure to phylloxera

across departments and over time as a plausibly exogenous shock to urban population. This

department-level measure of phylloxera exposure from 1860-1890 can be used as an appro-

priate instrument as long as it is correlated with the level of municipal population, but not

directly correlated with electoral competition or associations.

Two other papers in economics have used this identification strategy, but have not focused

on political outcomes. Instead, Banerjee et al (2010) first utilized this natural experiment

to look at long run health outcomes; they found French children born to families involved in

wine production and affected by the blight were significantly shorter at maturity. Bignon et al

(2015) examine the effect of the blight on crime rates, and found exposure increased property

crime rates but decreased violent crimes. This section details the data, the construction of

the instrument, and the assumptions behind the instrumental variable research design.

Data

The data used comes from an original historical dataset covering the years 1860 to 1914

during the French Third Republic, with electoral outcomes covering eight legislative terms

from 1881-1914. The dataset includes individual-level and district level data for incumbents

of the Chambres des députés, drawn from district-level election results, roll call votes and
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corresponding parliamentary debates, biographical information, and census data.15 Data on

the wine blight, including year first exposed and data on the grafting of American vines,

comes from Galet (1957).

The variables are primarily measured at the department level, except for one analysis on

associations at the district level. There were approximately 86 administrative departments

in France, including overseas colonies, that were grouped into 21 regions. Elections were

held in a smaller administrative unit, the circonscription (capped at 100,000 votes); each

department had on average 6 voting districts (though more populous departments could have

upwards of 20) that averaged 20,000 voters. Variables based on district level measures are

averaged or summed to create department level variables. Summary statistics can be found

in the appendix.

The dependent variables measure political competition and mobilization, at the depart-

ment level. For competition, I rely on a number of standard measures, including the number

of candidates in the final round, the number of races that went to a second ballot, the average

electoral margin (%), and average turnout (%). Following other studies that argue expand-

ing electorates increase elite turnover, I also consider whether electoral pressures affected

the type of candidate elected. Here, I code whether the winning deputy of each race was an

incumbent, property owner (upper class), or a dynastic candidate; each variable is measured

as the total number elected in the department. Finally, I analyze to what extent urban shifts

affected support for left wing parties. During this period, party affiliations were fluid, and

deputies often held multiple affiliations (in order to use them as endorsements at the local

level). Given this, I construct a variable that measures if the deputy had any type of an

affiliation with a “left” leaning faction; in this case, the Socialists or the Radical Socialists.

I also collected unique data regarding associational life in France. I measure the number

of groups in a voting district or department (depending on the analysis) that were registered

15District demographic data comes from Recensements de 1851-1921 available through INSEE, while
electoral outcomes and deputy characteristics are from the Tableau des élections la Chambre des députés
for the years 1881, 1885, 1889, 1898, 1902, 1906, and 1910. Association data by department comes from
the Journal Officiel. Dynastic data comes from author, coded from the National Assembly’s biographical
database.
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in the Journal Officiel. At this time, associations in the electorate suddenly had to register

with the government to obtain legal status in 1901. Given that the laws banning groups

were rarely enforced, the groups that immediately registered in the year following the bill’s

passage reflected preexisting groups. Importantly, this measures associations based in the

geographic locality, for groups registered by providing the location in which they were based.

Many associations were registered in Paris; mainly leisure groups but also including the first

national party organizations. However, these wouldn’t have electoral arms for decades, and

only two associations in the data could be considered a national party branch.

District population data and demographics come from the French census. The census data

is available at roughly 5-year increments; to avoid introducing bias by interpolating data,

I simply use the census year that is closest to the electoral term year. For urbanization, I

use a logged measure of the municipal population concentrated in the chief town.16 This is

one of the population categories in the French census. Given the nature of the shift, this

best captures the move from the countryside: the chief town was typically the focal point

of the municipality, and included the town hall. The population associated with the chief

town varied enormously; for some districts it was as low as 1,800, but excluding major urban

centers the average district was 35,000. In addition, I utilize as controls the (pretreatment)

number of agricultural and industry workers in the department in 1866, the population

density as measured by individuals per square kilometer, and the district size measured by

the logged number of registered voters.

Instrument Construction

I measure exposure to the wine blight as the number of years a department was fully infected

with phylloxera. This exposure, which varies in intensity with increasing years of infestation,

16More specifically, the “population agglomérée au chef-lieu,” a component of the population municipale,
which in turn is a component of total population. This is purely an urban measure, for it measures the town
only, or “the agglomeration of the population gathered in contiguous houses or united by parks, gardens,
orchards, yards, workshops or other enclosures of this kind, even if these enclosures are separated from one
another by a street, road, ditch, river, canal or promenade, iron or ramparts.” If a district had several towns,
this measure only captures the capital town (regardless of it was the most important city in the community).
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corresponds to higher population growth in the municipal centers. The data comes from

Galet (1957), who documented the year the insects were first spotted in the municipalities

of the department, and the year the department began grafting American vines.

One difficulty in measuring exposure is addressing the issue of contagion. Records in-

dicate when phylloxera was first spotted in the district, but the blight spread slowly and

its effects were delayed. Bignon et al (2015) have also documented variation in the spread

and effect of the epidemic on wine production, and argue that measuring the first impact

would require making strong assumptions on the shape of the contagion process within de-

partments. As a result, prior studies take different approaches to exposure. Banerjee et al.

(2010) define exposure as an indicator equal to 1 between the first year production is below

its preproduction level and 1890; this is less useful for the purposes of this study, because

population movements most likely preceded falls in production. Bignon et al (2015) define

their dichotomous phylloxera indicator as equal to 1 as soon as a department is completely

contaminated, until 1890 when the solution to the disease was implemented across France.

In line with Bignon et al, I measure the shock as the number of years between the time

a department has been completely contaminated (when all districts have reported phyllox-

era) and the time the solution of American grafts was discovered in 1890. This variable

is continuous, with wide variation – it ranges from 0 to 25, and by the end of the blight,

departments had been exposed for an average of 12 years (standard deviation of 6). This

instrument measures treatment intensity, and it also assumes that the marginal effects are

constant and that the treatment effect is linear. The longer the period of exposure, the

more likely French citizens would move to urban areas, and thereby increase the aggregate

municipal population.

Figure 6 graphically demonstrates the value of the shock and its spread; years of exposure

peaks in 1890, when American vines were grafted onto French root stock.
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Figure 6: Cumulative Years of Departmental Exposure by Term

Estimation Sample

Similar to prior studies, the geographic unit of analysis is at the level of the department, one

of the 86 administrative units in France. The nature of the phylloxera contagion makes this

the most appropriate level to study. Once a district was exposed, it is difficult to measure

the spillover effects in population movements; workers could go to the municipal town in

their district, or potentially the nearest town. Census data also doesn’t map up precisely

across units; the census measures the chief town or the municipality, but chief towns could

be situated within a district, or be large enough to encapsulate multiple districts. There is

neither geocoded village data at the district level, nor yearly census data to help untangle

this issue. However, departmental boundaries were fixed and were both administrative and

cultural borders; while a Frenchman may move out of his village, he almost never moved

out of his department (Dogan, 1979). In addition, much of the 19th century census and

administrative data resides at the department level.

In order for the “treatment” to be valid, however, the study sample must include only
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the districts that could have plausibly been affected by phylloxera. Wine was produced in

the majority of the departments, but not all departments had a significant portion of their

agriculture based on wine. Districts without the potential to produce significant amounts

of wine, or districts that were primarily urban with only one random vineyard exposed, are

systematically different from the mainstream agricultural districts in France and would differ

in their response to the shock. To alleviate concerns about monotonicity, following Banerjee

et al (2010) and Bignon et al (2015), I restrict my sample to the 40 agricultural districts

in the analysis that had both a significant portion of its working population employed in

agriculture in 1866, and that were a wine producing district (Galet, 1957).

Restricting the sample to primarily agricultural districts doesn’t limit our ability to draw

larger conclusions about the country as a whole. In the 19th century, both the overrepre-

sentation of rural interests due to preexisting district boundaries and the “electoral crops of

wheat and wine” (Wright, 1964) made agricultural districts the mean force in politics. It is

also important to note that Paris is excluded from the sample. While there did exist wine

growing districts (Montmartre, Bercy, Belleville) that had high agricultural populations and

wine production, Paris is an urbanization outlier in every respect. Relatedly, the effects

could be driven by large metropolitan areas outside Paris, such as Lille, Marseille, Lyon;

these are included in the main sample, but removed as a robustness check in the appendix.

Finally, overseas territories and colonies, as well as disputed regions (Haut-Rhin, Belfort)

are excluded.

Estimation Specification

I estimate the following second stage least squares regression, for department i and legislative

term t:

Yi,t = β0 + β1 ̂ln(MunPop)i,t + α + νi,t + εi,t (1)

in which Yi,t are outcome variables relating to electoral competition or associations, β0
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is the constant, β1 ̂ln(MunPop)i,t is logged municipal population of the chief town (and

represents the predicted values from the first stage), α are region dummies capturing time

non-varying features of administrative regions in France, ηt are term dummies capturing

common assembly shocks within a term (like the 1885 switch to MMD or the Boulanger

crisis), and εit is the error term. Standard errors are clustered at the department level.

The instrument for the endogenous municipal population of the chief town is Expi,t, or

years of phylloxera exposure, and the first stage is similarly estimated as follows:

ln(MunPop)i,t = γ0 + γ1Expi,t + α + νi,t + ηi,t (2)

The specification includes the logged values of municipal population, such that the effect

of outcome variables can be interpreted as a result of a percentage increase in population.

Here it is useful to have a relative baseline of municipal population growth. There is a large

variation across time and space; in the wine growing sample, municipal population changes

ranged from losing 6% to increasing by over 400% (while this may seem large, recall this

is the capital town of a municipality). On average, districts in the IV sample grew 20%

outside the major cities, and almost doubled in regions containing Bordeaux, Marseille, and

Lyon. The first stage results also demonstrate that a year’s exposure to phylloxera for a

department is associated with a 3.7-5.4% increase in the average size of the population living

in chief towns, but on average departments were exposed for 12 years, resulting in significant

population change.

IV Assumptions

The identification strategy relies on the fact that phylloxera differentially affected wine grow-

ing districts, and this variation was exogenous. We have good reason to believe that the

timing of exposure mimics random assignment. At the time, the very cause of the vineyard

blight was unknown, and its spread was not only slow but unpredictable. The microscopic

aphid travels by hitching a ride on a human, an animal, or could also be transmitted by nat-
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ural forces, such as the wind. Farmers didn’t know what the blight was; phylloxera attacks

the roots then moves on. Only later do vines die, making it difficult to establish that the

problem was an insect.

Accordingly, without knowing the source of the blight, they were unable to anticipate

its arrival. Thus phylloxera exposure is a natural experiment, and we can treat it “as

if” randomly assigned. Further, differences in means tests on number of houses in 1866

(as a rough measure of income), literate population in 1866, and size are comparable pre-

treatment, and regression of exposure on demographic variables used in the study does not

yield any significant predictor of treatment assignment except unsurprisingly agricultural

population (so all regressions control for pretreatment agricultural and industrial workers in

1866).

This instrument is valid only if the years of phylloxera exposure is correlated with munici-

pal population growth (instrument relevance), and affects local competition and mobilization

only via changes to population (exclusion restriction). The first is relatively straightforward

to demonstrate. Visually, we can see the observational relationship between the shock and

municipal population in Figure 7. Recall that while an agricultural crisis typically would be

associated with a population loss, here the relationship is positive because affected workers

moved to the nearest city (the measure of municipal population). Unsurprisingly, Durbin-

Wu-Hausman tests indicate that municipal population is an endogenous variable (across all

models, p < .05). Further, the first stage results confirm a large and statistically significant

relationship between the blight and urbanization. The Kleibergen-Paap Wald F-statistic

ranges from 16 to 26, which is above the standard cutoff for weak instruments (>10) (An-

grist and Pishke, 2009). First stage results are reported with main estimates.

In order to assume exogeneity of the instrument, it also must be the case that phylloxera

exposure influences political outcomes only via its effect on urbanization.17 It is unlikely

that simple exposure would have an effect on local political development on its own years

later. As drastic as the wine blight was, it is historically unlikely that a failed vineyard

17The fact that the blight was also an income shock is a cause for concern; see appendix for a detailed
discussion of this issue.
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Figure 7: Years Exposure and Municipal Population

would lead to a new candidate years after the blight had subsided or to the registration

of an association in 1901 without the intermediate mechanism of urbanization. Further,

my measure of political associations does not include phylloxera syndicates. Running a

regression of political outcomes on phylloxera also produces no effect save for second ballot;

these results are discussed in the appendix Table 13. Further, there is a delay in that the wine

blight began in the 1860s and peaked in the 1880s, while many of the political outcomes of

interest are years after this point (and results are robust to subsetting the time series to post

1893). While there are many mechanisms associated within urbanization, we can plausibly

assume that the effects of exposure on politics decades later influenced outcomes only via

population change.

Robustness Checks

It may be that any results are driven by the larger metropolises within the wine growing

sample – while not as large as Paris, cities such as Lyon, Marseille, and Bordeaux were

major urban centers within the larger wine growing regions. Table 7 and Table 8 in the
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appendix demonstrate the results are robust to the exclusion of major cities. Further, we

might be concerned with the measurement of urbanization by using the chief town. This

was a theoretically driven choice, in that the chief town would be the most likely focus of

workers looking to gain employment. Yet this measure of population could fail to capture

spillover effects in potentially other important towns within a district, that might similarly be

affected by the shock. To address this concern, I use an alternative measure of urbanization

in the form of population density, or people per square kilometer in Figures 14 and 15 in the

appendix. Results are slightly weaker, because theoretically we would expect migration to

be stronger in the chief town, but remain robust.

6 Results: Electoral Competition and Elite Turnover

In 19th century France, electoral competition was dominated by local notables. While there

was large variation in local competition across regions, generally races weren’t competitive

until the turn of the century; Figure 8 demonstrates this by showing a significant shift in

winning margin from 1881 to 1910.

The Third Republic is also well known for the rise of the bourgeois and petit-bourgeois

elite, and the birth of the middle class politician (bankers, lawyers, property owners, mer-

chants; opposed to the aristocrats or upper class of the prior regime). Before 1898, less than

a third of deputies came from the middle or lower ranks of the bourgeoisie (Mayeur, 1975),

while by 1910 over 50% did. These new challengers faced competition from a number of

types of local notables. These typically took the form of dynastic candidates, who often

had political links predating the Third Republic; dual mandate holders, who had substantial

resources in campaigning for national election that derived from their concurrent municipal

or mayoral position; and property owners, the former aristocrats. As can be seen in the sum-

mary statistics in Table 4, rural wine growing departments routinely elected higher numbers

of these types of elite candidates.
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Figure 8: Political Competition Over Time

Comparing OLS and 2SLS

I first estimate the effect of urbanization on measures of electoral competition and elite

turnover. Due to the endogenous nature of municipal populations, the instrumental variable

approach is preferred; however, it is useful to compare this with a naive OLS regression.

Figures 9 and 10 each compare baseline OLS models with the IV strategy. In particular,

they compares a simple OLS regression looking at the effect of municipal population on

competition outcomes in all French departments, the same OLS regression in only wine

growing regions, and a third model that is the 2SLS instrumental variable strategy. All

specifications include year and regional fixed effects.
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Figure 9: Political Competition: Comparing OLS and 2SLS. Set of regressions pre-
senting coefficients from regressing various electoral competition outcomes on municipal pop-
ulation. First model is OLS with all departments in France, second model is OLS with wine
growing departments, and third model is 2SLS with wine growing departments. Includes
region and term dummies.

Many of the estimates are consistent in terms of direction; but we see differences in

terms of significance and magnitude. While standard OLS methods pick up the relation-

ship between urbanization and competition, the instrumental variable strategy estimates are

larger. This is a function of the fact that the IV estimates a Local Average Treatment Effect

(LATE), on only the units in the sample exposed to the treatment. Substantively we would

expect rural areas who see a sudden shift in population to have a stronger effect than the

effects of urbanization on already urban districts that are in the full sample; which could

explain why we see a much larger treatment effect in the 2SLS results.
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Figure 10: Deputies Elected: Comparing OLS and 2SLS. Set of regressions presenting
coefficients from regressing characteristics of elected deputies on municipal population. First
model is OLS with all departments in France, second model is OLS with wine growing
departments, and third model is 2SLS with wine growing departments. Includes region and
term dummies.

Instrumental Variable Results

Table 1 presents the full results obtained when estimating the effect of urbanization on

electoral outcomes using the IV strategy. As discussed previously, the results from prior

studies of electoral geography return mixed results as to the effect of increasing electorates

on competition. Here, French departments that had municipal migration as a result of the

blight were more likely to see an increase in electoral competition. This increase came via the

number of candidates, and – relatedly – the incidence of a second ballot. A 100% increase

in the population of the chief town is associated with an increase of 2.3 races that went to

a second ballot and 1.2 more candidates (and note these are department level outcomes;

the average number of single member district races in a department was 6). However, this
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effect comes exclusively via the number of candidates contesting the races – the results show

that urbanization had no effect on the winning margin or turnout. This is consistent with

the idea that urbanization lowers costs to candidate entry, while recognizing that unseating

entrenched notables would still be difficult despite an influx in urban populations.

Table 1: 2SLS Results, Political Competition

Second Stage: Political Competition Outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Avg. # # Second Avg. Avg.

Candidates Ballots Margin Turnout

Ln(MunPop) 1.117** 2.306*** -4.105 -1.388
[0.443] [0.583] [4.933] [1.777]

Observations 256 290 290 253
Year Effects Y Y Y Y
Region Effects Y Y Y Y

First Stage: DV is Municipal Population

Years Exposure .0514*** .0546** .0545*** .0516**
F-statistic 21.25 26.79 26.79 21.45

Department-level regressions, 1881-1914. All specifications include year dum-
mies, region dummies, and control for pretreatment agricultural population.
Sample size varies based on data availability; missing data stems from the 1889
election, which is missing from the BnF and was constructed from primary
sources. Sample only includes wine growing districts. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1.
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Given that urbanization lowers the barriers to candidate entry, we could also expect to

find evidence of elite turnover, which I explore in Table 2. Population shifts sometimes reduce

elite electoral advantage, as in the case of industrialization (Fresh 2016), and other times we

see no effect, as in the case of franchise expansion (Berlinski, Dewan and Van Coppenolle

2014; Larcinese 2016). In the French case, I estimate whether urban shifts affected the

probability of electing an elite candidate (dynasts, dual mandate holders, or property owners)

or if it aided the less resourced middle class candidates. I also consider whether this improved

the electoral fortunes of candidates associated with left parties, namely Socialists or Radical

Socialists.

Table 2: 2SLS Results, Winning Candidate Characteristics

Second Stage: Deputy Elected Outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Middle Dynastic Property Dual

Left Class Dynastic Owner Mandate

Ln(MunPop) 1.813*** 1.767*** -0.466 0.144 -.420
[0.637] [0.543] [0.302] [0.334] [0.875]

Observations 393 393 393 393 393
Year Effects Y Y Y Y Y
Region Effects Y Y Y Y Y

First Stage: DV is Municipal Population

Years Exposure .0369*** .0369*** .0369*** .0369*** .0369***
F-statistic 16.81 16.81 16.81 16.81 16.81

Department-level regressions, 1881-1910. All specifications include year dummies, re-
gion dummies, and control for pretreatment agricultural population. Sample only in-
cludes wine growing districts. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 2 presents the results. Columns 3 and 4 demonstrate that there is no effect of

urbanization on the election of any type of elite candidates. However, there is a statistically

significant effect of urbanization on the election of a middle class candidate. Column 2

demonstrates that an increase of 100% in municipal population would on average lead to 1.8

more middle class deputies being elected in a department.

This evidence supports the argument that urbanization also can lower barriers to en-

try for less-resourced candidates. Further, this can help explain a substantial shift in the

French political class. Bodley wrote in 1898, “This is a curious result ... after a quarter

of a century of Republican government, the democracy, while refusing to elect parliamen-

tary representatives from the elite of the nation, intellectual or industrial, chooses them, not

from its own ranks, but, in the majority of cases, from among the least considered sections

of the middle class.” At the time, middle class deputies were bankers, lawyers, or doctors;

while they had a high degree of contact with the citizens in their town, they did not have

the monetary resources of the provincial elites. Middle class candidates were situated in

municipal centers, and could benefit from population inflows, this undoubtably helped the

Republic in its transition away from its aristocratic roots. Weber (1976) relates the story

of an elite French politician in 1904 who had been recently unseated by a town candidate,

and was being consoled by a colleague, who said there could be no fair contest “between the

charlatans who promise that the state will change the lot of workers ... and who repeat this

365 days a year in the local pub, and a private individual, who once every four years speaks

to them of efforts they may have to make.”

We also see a similar and positive effect on electing a Socialist or Radical Socialist can-

didate. Yet this bonus to leftist candidates comes without any industrial pressures; the

urbanization in this study was decidedly small scale and rural. It is worth noting this find-

ing has a much more complex interpretation in the French case, due the the fluid nature of

party organizations. Socialist candidates were relatively rare, and Radical Socialists were

republicans that could be considered center left; as a result, it could be that urbanization

allows liberal or anti-establishment candidates an advantage.
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Taken together, this suggests that urbanizing towns were more likely to see an influx of

candidates and second ballots. While this didn’t translate into smaller winning margins or

the turnover of traditional rural elites, this was enough to increase the likelihood of a middle

class deputy being elected. Recall that France utilized a two-round runoff system during this

time, so the candidate effect is particularly salient. The introduction of new candidates in

the first round, competitive or not, could trigger a second ballot, which not only increased

uncertainty but would require additional campaigning and coordination across candidates

and groups. Regardless of whether urbanization changed the ultimate electoral outcome, the

most significant electoral pressure in France could have easily been the introduction of more

candidates.

7 Results: Associations

A large body of in-depth, insightful historical research has argued association life in France

was important and even the driver of electoral politics (Huard 2000, Rulof 2006, Ulin 1996,

McPhee 2004, among others). However, there has been no systematic data-driven analysis of

such groups. The 1901 Loi d’Association legalized associations and made them publicly reg-

ister their status with the government, providing unique insight into the patterns of political

activity. It is first worth establishing whether there is any empirical relationship between

urbanization and the presence of an association, which I do using the instrumental variable

strategy. Further, building on historical evidence, I explore to what extent the effect of as-

sociations on competition was dependent on the existence of multiple groups. Unfortunately

there is no instrument to mitigate this relationship, so instead I turn to district-level data

using multivariate analysis and a series of electoral and demographic controls.

The groups that registered in 1901 were very diverse. Some groups registered as party

branches or as more general partisan groups, eg Societe répubicaine or Les Jeunes Républicains ;

while other associations reflected varying collective interests, such as the Conseil National

des Femmes Françaises, Société de Patronage des Ecoles Publiques, or Comite de défense

des intérets agricoles et viticoles, or professional interests such as the Société anonyme des
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Francs-Bourgeois. An example of the public registry, published in the Journal Officel de la

République française, can be found in Figure 11; the first is clearly a branch of a political

party, while the others are nominally social clubs or interest organizations (with a political

leaning).

Figure 11: Example of Association Registration

On average, departments registered 3 associations in 1901, though this ranged from 0

to 18. These figures, however, exclude Paris – Paris had over 150 associations, that were

based in the capital, register that year. Outside Paris, the highest density of groups were

in the major population centers; and most departments had at least one group register.

Overall, 16% of departments had no associations register in 1901; 34% of departments had

one association register, and 50% of departments had more than one. Figure 12 graphically

plots the density of associations, by department.
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Figure 12: Density Map of Associations, by Department. Color intensity indicates more
associations registered; black indicates no data.
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Instrumental Variable Results on Association Creation

I use this data to examine whether exogenous population shocks were more likely to re-

sult in political mobilization through associations. Population shifts that lower transaction

costs and barriers to entry for candidates should positively predict the formation of groups

(Congleton, 2004). Using the same empirical strategy, I estimate the effect of urbanization,

instrumented by phylloxera exposure, on the number of associations registered in 1901-1902

(the year following the passage of the law).

As with the analysis on competition, Table 3 provides the preferred instrumental variable

results in Column 3, and also provides OLS results for comparison in columns 1 and 2.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, an urban population shock is associated with an increased number

of associations in department. A 100% increase in a chief town’s population would result

in upwards of 6 more associations. This is statistically significant and strong effect, and

substantial, given the average number of associations in a department registered in 1901 was

3.

Table 3: Number of Associations: OLS and 2SLS

(1) (2) (3)
OLS OLS 2SLS

# of Assoc # of Assoc # of Assoc

Ln(MunPop) 1.890*** 3.003*** 5.658***
[0.287] [0.484] [1.112]

Observations 170 76 74

First Stage: DV is Mun. Population

Years Exposure 0.068**
F-statistic 11.45

Model 1 is an OLS regression with all departments; Model 2 is an
OLS regression with just the wine growing departments; Model 2 is
the IV strategy with just the wine growing departments.
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Associations and Competition

Here I explore the complex relationship between the creation of local associations and elec-

toral competition. Multiple political associations could improve competition in a number

of ways: helping new challengers contest a race, assisting in mobilization during the cam-

paign, or by providing a cohesive voting block to make races more competitive. As discussed

earlier, it is plausible that the existence of such organizations should have increased the

competitiveness of races.

Yet prior studies of the Third Republic suggest instead that notables actively sought

to capture prominent local associations (Rulof, 2009). Throughout the early to mid 19th

century, often local towns were dominated by one agricultural syndicate, masonic lodge, or

union, which was typically a base of support co-opted by the mayor or the political elite

(Baker, 1999; McPhee 2004). Further, both property owners and aristocrats actively tried

to stop any competitor groups and depress political development (Ulin 1996). In particular,

this was a strategy of local mayors, who used state resources to organize and co-op local

associations, and were active in preventing new groups that could challenge their network.

This often reinforced traditional hierarchies to such an extent that it was shown that areas

with such groups were less likely to see diversity in agricultural associations decades later

(Ulin, 1996). Huard (1996) argues a similar point in the case of mutual aid societies; created

to help the peasants, they were closely managed by local notables.

Thus while typically we think that political associations improve political engagement,

in France there is evidence to suggest the opposite. Descriptively, this seems to be the

case. Table 4 presents simple summary statistics of average patterns of competitions in

departments that had zero, one, or two political associations register in 1901. There are

different patterns of competition in districts depending on the number of groups. What

is striking is that we see little difference when comparing districts with no association and

district with only one registered association – these districts are similar in terms of the

number of candidates, the frequency of the second ballot, and the margin. However, districts

with two or more associations are much more competitive – on average, they have more
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candidates, are much more likely to go to the second ballot, and the margin of victory is

10% lower. Districts with more than one association also are much less likely to elect a

notable in the form of a dual mandate holder, specifically the local mayor (as Baker 1999

and Ulin 1996 suggest).

Next I statistically explore the relationship between civil society and measures of electoral

competition. Table 5 presents a series of OLS regressions that estimate the effect of having

zero, one, or multiple political associations on electoral competition in the two terms covering

the registration law, 1898 and 1902. Note that since I can’t use the instrumental variable

strategy to estimate associations as an independent variable, instead I can lower the unit

of analysis to examine associations and outcomes at the district level. This increases the

number of observations and precision of control variables, because there were 600 districts

in France. I also include all departments, and I control for wine growing departments.

Each district type is an indicator variable, and districts with no associations are the base

case. It is difficult to untangle whether these associations have a causal effect on competition,

or are themselves a reflection of preexisting district characteristics, so I include a number of

demographic and electoral controls. These specifications include the number of registered

voters, whether the deputy who won was an incumbent or dual mandate holder (which could

affect competition), and demographic controls (the full set of results can be found in the

appendix). Importantly, these models also control for urbanization, using logged municipal

population.

We see that the effect of civil society on competition is driven by multiple associations

in a district. Being a district with two or more groups, opposed to a district with none, is

associated with a decrease in margin of victory of 4%, and a slight increase on average in

the number of candidates. Further, districts with more than one association are 8% more

likely to elect a mayor, and 11% less likely to elect a candidate from the left.
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Table 4: District-Level Summary Statistics, Com-
petition by Association, 1901

No One 2+
Assoc Assoc Assoc
Mean Mean Mean

Candidates+ 2.078 2.086 2.246
(0.685) (0.702) (0.621)

Second Ballot+ 0.244 0.258 0.401
(0.430) (0.440) (0.492)

Margin+ 32.12 31.51 22.32
(30.44) (31.52) (22.17)

Dynast 0.14 0.18 0.15
(0.349) (0.389) (0.355)

Mayor + 0.50 0.53 0.45
(0.50) (0.50) (0..49)

Left + 0.162 0.145 0.214
(0.370) (0.354) (0.412)

Property Owner 0.230 0.194 0.176
(0.421) (0.397) (0.382)

Middle Class 0.428 0.462 0.359
(0.496) (0.501) (0.481)

Observations 283 93 143

Summary statistics for departments registering no associ-
ations, one association, or more than one association. Sec-
ond Ballot, Left, Property Owner, Middle Class, and Dy-
nast are indicator variables. Means shown with standard
deviation in parentheses. + indicates a t-test of means was
statistically different when comparing both 0 to 1, and 1
to multiple groups. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

While it’s intuitive that more associations are correlated with more competition, it’s sur-

prising that the mere fact of having an association results in the same levels of competition

as districts with none. One would think the presence of an organized group not only demon-
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strates local activity, but could drive up competition, as candidates both vie for the support

of this coordinated bloc of votes. Yet Table 5 demonstrates that across all outcomes, there

is no difference between having one group and no groups. This provides some suggestive em-

pirical evidence to support historical claims that local notables were successful in coopting

solitary associations to prevent further competition. Consequently, though not causal, we

observe that electoral competition is heightened only with intergroup competition.

Table 5: OLS Results: Registered Associations and Competition, 1898-1906

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Second Middle Property

# Cand Ballot Margin Left Class Dynast Owner Mayor

One Assoc 0.043 0.059 -1.170 -0.027 0.013 0.032 -0.017 0.017

[0.056] [0.038] [2.351] [0.033] [0.047] [0.039] [0.037] [0.041]

2+ Assoc 0.172*** -0.016 -4.071* -0.107*** 0.042 0.054 -0.046 0.087**

[0.067] [0.043] [2.470] [0.040] [0.049] [0.040] [0.040] [0.043]

Urban 0.043 0.057*** -2.280* 0.076*** -0.001 -0.011 -0.029 -0.007

[0.029] [0.021] [1.281] [0.022] [0.025] [0.019] [0.020] [0.020]

Obs. 1,036 1,032 1,032 933 1,032 1,032 1,032 1,032

R-squared 0.255 0.298 0.330 0.375 0.161 0.095 0.174 0.139

Controls not listed include the logged registered number of voters, whether the winning deputy was an incumbent or

dual mandate holder, industry and agricultural workers in 1872, wine growing region, literate population over 10 years

old in 1901. Models also include departmental controls and a term dummy for 1898. Base case is no associations.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Conclusion

The modern day roots of most political systems in Europe can be traced back to the 19th

century. This era saw the transition from monarchies to republican forms of government,

the organization of parliaments, the expansion of voting rights and the secret ballot, and the

rise of the first national party organizations. Yet France saw a delayed evolution of electoral

politics, and the Third Republic was distinctly lacking electoral pressures that matter for

early political mobilization.

Historical circumstances in France provide a natural experiment by which we can examine

the effects of electoral geography on early political development. I exploited a significant

and exogenous shock to local population as a result of the phylloxera wine blight in the

1860s, which led to increased urbanization. I argue that this urbanization lowered the costs

of political mobilization, and made it easier for less-resourced candidates to enter politics

and organize via political associations. I find that these departments were then more likely

to have competitive races, as measured by the number of candidates and the frequency of

second ballots. However, there are no effects on the margin of the race or the election of elites.

Instead, middle class candidates and candidates of the left were more likely to get elected in

these areas. This echoes the results from earlier studies of 19th century industrialization, but

demonstrates that urban density (not modernization or industry) is plausibly the driving

factor behind outcomes associated with shifts in electoral geography.

I also geographically mapped the registration of the first political groups in the electorate

in France. This data was first documented by Huard (2000), but my study is the first

to empirically test and relate the growth of associations to electoral outcomes. I find a

statistically significant and positive effect of urbanization on group formation; exogenous

population shocks increased the likelihood of having a political association in 1901. I also

provide evidence that a single registered political association had no effect on competition,

and argue this is because they were most likely captured by local notables in order to depress

political activity. Further, my results suggest that electoral competition only increases when

at least two political associations were formed.
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This natural experiment, in addition to helping us identify the impact of rural-to-urbanizing

population changes, can also help us to think about a larger, historical counterfactual for

France. It is clear that urbanization affected candidate entry and aided middle class candi-

dates, and helped citizens organize into political associations. The Third Republic never had

franchise expansion or industrialization, but if it had a similarly widespread change in elec-

toral geography, party organizations may have developed more quickly. This also shows how

political outcomes vary as a function of the type of change in electoral geography. France

experienced urban migration that increased not only the size of the electorate but the den-

sity, in a way similar to urbanization but without the introduction of an industrial working

class consciousness. Like industrialization, competition increased in districts affected by this

migration; but more similar to franchise expansion this didn’t necessarily remove the elite

hold on politics. The tie that binds all three types of population shifts in 19th century Europe

is increasing voter density, which is an important force in early political development.
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8 Appendix

Summary Statistics

Table 6: Summary Statistics: Department Level, 1881-1910

Wine
All Depts Growing Sample

Avg # Final Candidates 2.928 5.338
(1.596) (5.357)

Average Margin 25.00 25.76
(15.82) (17.69)

# Second Ballot 1.744 2.016
(1.942) (2.025)

# Property Owners 0.401 0.614
(0.881) (0.994)

# Dynastic 0.542 1.034
(0.852) (1.133)

# Dual Mandate 1.487 2.490
(2.025) (2.202)

# Left 0.817 0.476
(1.621) (1.390)

# Associations in 1901 3.286 1.600
(4.162) (1.647)

Population Density 82.20 83.89
(89.16) (84.08)

Total Municipal Population 325,630.9 232,479.9
(775,113.7) (565,707.6)

N= Departments 85 40

Means; SD in parentheses. Winegrowing sample includes urban centers
of Bordeaux, Marseille, and Lyon; the average municipal population with
these cities is 35,000.
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IV Checks

Figure 13 regresses the outcome variables of interest on phylloxera, to assess if there is a

direct effect of the instrument. All models include year and region fixed effects, and control

for municipal population. Regressions are using wine growing sample only. On the whole,

we see no effect except for second ballot; however, these results are being driven by data in

the 1880s, they disappear when looking at post blight outcomes.

Figure 13: Estimating the Direct Effect of Phylloxera on Outcomes of Interest

Yet one threat to the exclusion restriction is that the wine blight was also an economic

crisis, and served as an income shock to many farmers. It is possible a drop in income

mobilized voters to pressure their politicians for government aid or economic policy shifts;

this might increase competition outside of urbanization. I try to address this in a number

of ways. I examine the relationship between phylloxera exposure and turnout; if income

shocks led to mobilization, this would be one observable result. In the main results table

in the body of the paper, running a regression that uses phylloxera exposure to predict
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turnout has no effect, once controlling for municipal population. Generally, income shifts

and migration are directly correlated; it is highly unlikely that a French farmer who faced

an income shock didn’t move because of it, or if they didn’t move, then they were unlikely

to be able to mobilize in ways that would affect competition. One other paper using this

identification strategy that discuses its role as an income shock, Bignon et al (2015), also

find that its effects were concentrated in cities. While changing circumstances may affect

political competition, they are not sufficient: still, I argue that the primary channel by which

exposure activated political mobilization was through population shifts.
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Main Results, Removing Major Cities

Table 7: 2SLS Main Results, Competition: Removing Major Cities

Second Stage: Political Competition Outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Avg, # Candidates # Second Ballots Avg. Margin Avg. Turnout

Ln(MunPop) 1.117** 2.928*** -4.105 -1.388
[0.443] [0.867] [4.933] [1.777]

Observations 241 274 274 239
Year Effects Y Y Y Y
Region Effects Y Y Y Y

First Stage: DV is Municipal Population

Years Exposure 0.0389*** 0.0418*** 0.0412*** 0.0392**
[0.012] [0.011] [0.012] [0.012]

F-statistic 21.25 15.13 26.79 21.45

Department-level regressions, 1881-1910. Sample excludes Bordeaux, Marseille, and Lyon. All specifica-
tions include year dummies, region dummies, and control for pretreatment agricultural population. Sample
size varies based on data availability; missing data stems from the 1889 election, which is missing from the
BnF. Sample only includes wine growing districts. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 8: 2SLS Results, Winning Candidate Characteristics, Removing Major Cities

Second Stage: Deputy Elected Outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Left Middle Class Dynastic Property Owner Dual Mandate

Ln(MunPop) 1.080* 1.974*** -0.417 0.474 -0.471
[0.595] [0.686] [0.384] [0.405] [0.704]

Constant -8.626* -16.558*** 2.199 -4.350 6.320
[5.206] [6.031] [3.444] [3.631] [6.266]

Observations 370 370 370 370 370
Year Effects Y Y Y Y Y
Region Effects Y Y Y Y Y

First Stage: DV is Municipal Population

Years Exposure 0.0312*** 0.0312*** 0.0312*** 0.0312*** 0.0312***
[0.009] [0.009] [0.009] [0.009] [0.009]

F-statistic 12.34 12.34 12.34 12.34 12.34

Department-level regressions, 1881-1910. Models omit major cities of Bordeaux, Marseille, and Lyon. All
specifications include year dummies, region dummies, and control for pretreatment agricultural population.
Sample only includes wine growing districts. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 9: 2SLS Results, Associations: Removing Major Cities

(1)
# Associations

Second Stage
Ln(MunPop) 7.424***

[2.297]

First Stage
Years Exposure 0.0597***

[0.019]

F-statistic 11.45
Observations 70

Department-level regressions, 1898 and
1902 terms. Specification includes year
dummy and pretreatment agricultural
population. Sample includes wine grow-
ing districts but excludes major cities
of Bordeaux, Marseille, and Lyon. ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Robustness Check Using Population Density

Figure 14: Competition Outcomes, Using Population Density

Figure 15: Winning Candidate Characteristics, Using Population Density
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Associations and Competition, Full OLS Results

The table on the following page reports the full estimates for the OLS analysis of the rela-

tionship between the number of associations and competition in a district.
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